
SEE BEYOND THE VISIBLE

Ehanced Vision System
for Aviation



About the EVS
Opgal provided the world’s first landing assist and 
situational awareness thermal-imaging system for 
commercial aviation, approved by the US Federal Aviation 
Authority (FAA). 

Four generations of our highly sensitive, wide-spectrum 
infrared cameras provide commercial and business aircraft 
pilots with clear Head-Up Display (HUD) video images 
of the runway and its environment. Our Enhanced Vision 
System (EVS) camera’s operating bandwidth fuses both 
the near and medium IR spectrum to provide clear images 
of landscape items and runway obstructions normally 
undetectable by the pilot’s naked eye at night and in bad 
weather.

Deployed in more than 1,300 airplanes, far more than any other certified EVS equip‑
ment, our EVS camera significantly improves flight safety and saves money by ma‑
ximizing the success of each landing approach. It also enhances the pilot’s situatio‑
nal awareness, both in the air and on active taxiways and runways.

THE FIRST FAA‑CERTIFIED
ENHANCED VISION SYSTEM



The EVS AP 640 leverages Opgal’s time-
tested EVS technology, to provide a 
better, clearer, and safer FEVS experience. 
Certified for landing minima on CAT II 
runways, the EVS AP 640 is designed for 
intuitive out-of-the-window flying, making 
any taxi, takeoff, cruise, or landing clearer 
and safer.

EVS 640

Dewar Detector Cooler 
InSb element FPA

Resolution
640 x 512

mK
NETD
< 0.005°C

FOV
32°H x 24°V

Spectral Range
SWIR + MWIR
1.3 - 5.5μm

Output Video
(2) SMPTE170 (optional), 
(2) ARINC 818 video on 
optical fiber

µm

Weather Performance 
Cat II weather minima and >1200m

Opgal’s EVS AP camera is a field proven, 
highly sensitive, wide-spectrum infrared 
camera, which provides aerial camera 
systems with clear Head-Up Display (HUD) 
video images of the runway environment, 
enabling safe taxiing, takeoff, precision 
approach, and landing.

EVS AP

Dewar Detector Cooler 
InSb element FPA

Resolution
320 x 240

mK
NETD
< 0.005°C

FOV
32°H x 24°V

Spectral Range
SWIR + MWIR
1.3 - 5.5μm

Output Video
RS-170, digital 14 bits over 
fiber optics

µm

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE
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